Conical holes bored in the active layer of a thin-film silicon solar cell by ion-beam lithography (IBL) show increase of effective optical absorption in the underlying silicon active layer. The optical properties are numerically simulated by the 3D finite-difference time-domain method (3D-FDTD), showing wideband increase of the UV, visible, and IR quantum efficiency. An experimental fabrication procedure is developed using IBL for high widearea repeatability. A further optimization on the cone shapes is performed in order to make fabrication feasible with plasma etching techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Photonic crystals, regular spatial arrangements of elementary optical scatterers inside a bulk medium, can control dispersion and diffraction of light in order to achieve light trapping and redirection on a wide optical band. As it has been recently shown that they are able to operate on a wide bandwidth spreading from IR to visible, 1 they are set to play a fundamental role in the development of high-performance solar cells using traditional materials like silicon, reducing the resources pressure on scarcely available exotic and less environmentally sustainable materials.
One way to reduce resource use is to switch from thick-to thin-film cells (few microns thickness of the active layer), which poses a challenge to maintain comparable efficiency. In this case it is fundamental to minimize reflection, which is traditionally achieved by bottom-up approaches like texturing the surface with pyramids or cones. 2, 3 Other recently proposed approaches use self-assembled monolayers of spheres, where the random texture is defined by the balance of the sphere size distribution. 4 It was recently shown [5] [6] [7] by numerical simulations that by employing a top-down approach, which involves milling slanted conical holes arranged in a photonic crystal (PhC) lattice into an active silicon layer of thickness T = 1600 nm on top of a silver reflector, it is possible to increase cell absorbance to 85% of available solar incident power in the wavelength range from 300 to 1100 nm, exceeding the statistical ray trapping limit.
8 As the optimum structure had period Λ = 850 nm and maximum cone diameter D = 1000 nm, neighboring cones were partially overlapping.
The fabrication of these cones is challenging, because of accuracy and repeatability issues over a large solar cell area of several square centimeters which cannot be solved by traditional chemical methods. The asymmetry of the cones around their axis and the overlapping preclude the use of plasma etching methods, which achieve repeatability through a PMMA mask but deliver straight cone-like pores. We propose a fabrication method based on ion-beam lithography (IBL), a fabrication technique based on a thin jet of electron-propelled Ga ions, able to mill three-dimensional grooves and features on a 10-nm accuracy scale. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] With the IBL technique, the slanted cone is approximated by a stack of shallow cylindrical holes milled with decreasing diameters. Figure 1 . SEM images of fabricated samples of IBL-milled air cones in silicon-a circular milling pattern of decreasing radius on 12 levels of depth is deployed to approximate the smooth slanted surface, approximating the structure according to Eyderman et al. 6 In (a) an overview of the trial array is shown, and in (b) a more detailed view of a single cone structure. Scalebar lengths are 1 µm and 400 nm, respectively.
We investigate the accuracy and repeatability of this method by approximating the cones with a 12-level sequence of holes of diameter varying between D and 20 nm, using the numerical 3D finite-difference time-domain method (3D-FDTD) to evaluate the patterned active layer reflectivity. We develop a fabrication procedure able to pattern repeatably wide areas of silicon, by means of a Raith ionLine IBL machine.
14 We also investigate the performance of straight cones, which can be fabricated by simpler plasma etching of the active layer through a PMMA mask.
FABRICATION
The fabrication of the slanted cones was performed on a < 100 > orientation p-type single-side-polished silicon wafer (UniversityWafer). The focused ion beam tool IonLine (Raith GmbH), located in Swinburne University's NanoLab, was used for milling the structures. The 1.6 µm deep slanted cone shape was approximated into 12 different diameter "slices", each being ∼130 nm deep. The first successful trial array of 3 × 3 slanted cones was imaged with SEM (Helios Dual Beam, FEI) and shown in Fig. 1(a) . Panel (b) in the picture shows a close-up view of a single slanted cone, revealing more detail in the area where two cones overlap. One can notice that edges of the cones are dull, and the reason for that comes from the fabrication method-when milling is performed over an area where sudden topological surface changes are present, the effective milling speed varies, and all sharp edges are removed. The array shape can be slightly shifted due to charging of the sample surface, but this issue can be greatly mitigated by using our proposed method, which is detailed elsewhere. 
MODELING
A model of the discretely milled cone was implemented by the 3D-FDTD method using Lumerical software from FDTD Solutions, as shown in Fig. 2 . Five 12-level cone structures were built, to give account of the overlap, in a crystalline silicon active layer on a 100 nm silver back-reflector supported by a glass substrate. Periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) were used at the edges of the simulation domain to model an infinite PhC lattice, while perfectly-matched layers (PMLs) were placed at the top and bottom ends of the domain to stop spurious reflections.
The PhC was illuminated from top by a plane wave source of either x-or y-polarization, with bandwidth from 300 to 1300 nm. The reflected and transmitted waves were measured by two monitors at the top and bottom ends of the domain, permitting to calculate the reflectivity and transmittivity of the PhC. The materials refractive index spectra were obtained from the built-in library based on measured values from literature 16 and approximated in time by a multi-coefficient polynomial model.
RESULTS
A first sets of simulations were implemented to estimate the reflectivity impairment due to the discretization in 12 levels of the optimal cone structure according to Eyderman et al. 6 (T = 1600 nm, D = 1000 nm, Λ = 850 nm). Comparisons done with different discretizations found that the reflectance spectrum stabilizes for a number of levels of 100 or more, and that the transmittivity beyond the back-reflector is always 0.1% or less. The reflectivity comparison results in Fig. 3 show that there is minimal impairment from the discretization, mostly in the UV part of the spectrum with less than 10% difference below 380 nm. Remarkably, in the region between 300 and 700 nm, the discretized cones have a better performance than the optimal smooth cones previously reported.
The effect of removing the overlap for better ease of fabrication was investigated next, by increasing period up to 1200 nm, as shown in Fig. 4 . As the period is increased, performance in the UV/visible spectrum is progressively impaired, with reflectivity increasing up to 20% for Λ = 1200 nm. The configuration with touching cones (Λ = D = 1000 nm) is the best compromise as it contains the impairment within 7%, below 700 nm wavelength. The comparison for longer wavelengths is more difficult, as the FDTD results are affected by numerical noise, an effect found also in the previous results from literature, 6 though it can be seen that on average, the touching cones are less reflective above 1000 nm wavelength.
The cones were then optimized for depth and diameter while keeping T constant, as shown in Fig. 5 : reducing the cone height to 800 nm impaired the reflectivity by 10% in the UV/visible band and much more in IR. Similar results were obtained by increasing the diameter to 2000 nm, except for a higher UV impairment of 20%. A doubling of cone depth (and silicon thickness) to 3200 nm to have a more gradual transition offered only marginal improvement in UV, not justifiying doubling the amount of silicon used.
Finally, the optimal slanted structure was compared with an equivalent straight cone more suitable for plasma etching, as shown in Fig. 6 : the straight cone PhC offered a marginal improvement, more so for the shallower cones, still it proves that when there is no overlap, a straight geometry can actually combine performance and ease of fabrication. 
DISCUSSION
IBL milling is a neat technique, giving instant results and achieving high resolution, but is only good for prototyping small (less than 50 × 50 µm 2 ) structured fields. IBL shows no issues with pattern overlaying in case of the decreasing circular etchings, and has perfect repeatability of all-field nanopatterning, without stitching/overlay errors. The order in which the holes are etched is fundamental to preserve shape, starting from the shallower levels first and gradually reducing the diameter, and the dulling of the edges is reduced. It also gives a more uniform milling surface, though the dulling of the edges is noticeable in the areas where cones overlap. On the other hand, this could be beneficial to reduce corner diffraction, improving performance with respect to the FDTD model, where the cones are represented with sharp corners on level transitions.
If the milling order is reversed, boring first the smaller diameter holes and gradually expanding, counting on the fact that the added dose will push the existing holes deeper, one discovers that actually the non-uniformity of depth affects the anisotropy of the etching process, and the hole edges get milled away faster than the flat parts. This produces, for equal dose, a flat etching at roughly half depth, as shown in Fig. 7 , which is unsuitable for the application.
3D photonic crystals offer a reliable and effective way to increase active layer absorption through redirection and trapping of light; from the modeling point of view, the exact calculation at the microscopic level of energy transfer between Bloch modes is very resource-and time-consuming, and the 3D-FDTD method provides a reasonable cost-accuracy tradeoff for the evaluation of 3D-patterned solar cell performance. However, the recent development of semi-analytical techniques, describing the macroscopic response of generalized active non-linear optical nanostructures in the presence of Bloch waves, 17 shows promising applications to complex geometries like the one here considered.
If larger areas are to be fabricated, the reactive ion etching technique is an attractive option. Though control of slope angle is possible, it is hard to fabricate in a repeatable way, making it preferable to etch straight cones in this case. Some customization to the etching system and a model to predict fabricated structures is also needed. 18 Modeling shows that milling thinner steps up to a number of 100 does not give much more improvement in absorption compared to 12-step cones. It also suggests that reactive ion etching would be a better alternative to fabricate the structures, as it makes easier to achieve a structure with more steps rather than increasing beyond 12 steps with IBL.
The alternative to the well-ordered patterns of ion-milled cones in Si is plasma etching of random patterns of nano-micro needles on surface of Si. Reflection of such black-Si is down to ∼ 1% over the visible spectral range. 19, 20 Electrochemical post-processing of Si including photo-electrochemical surface roughening is additional possibility to control surface morphology and optical properties. 21 Efficiency of solar energy harvesting is key for other emerging approaches of future energy applications such as solar hydrogen.
22-24
Ion milling techniques open the possibility of integrating purposely tailored energy concentrators and scatterers, in the form of 3D-shaped plasmonic nano-particles. By milling grooves as narrow as 10 nm and precisely controlled in geometry so as to elicit plasmon resonances to focus the light field in hot-spots of comparable size, local intensity can be increased by several orders of magnitude and scattering can be maximized into the substrate.
9, 10 Broadband response can be obtained by milling particles in fractal shapes such as the Sierpinski gasket, 25 capable of achieving significantly high field enhancement in nanogaps, by exciting plasmon resonance modes in a metallic structure acting as a nano-antenna covering the whole solar emission spectrum.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose a fabrication methodology based on ion-beam lithography in order to approximate slanted conical holes bored in the active layer of a thin-film silicon solar cell, which have been predicted to increase optical absorption. The smooth cone is successfully approximated by a 12-level sequence of holes of decreasing diameter, which is numerically shown not to impair significantly the reflectivity reduction. Optimization shows that it is not necessary to create smooth cones to achieve the same effect (100 levels is more than enough to get effect with less than 1% difference from theoretical model). Using steps rather than smooth cones provides other possibilities for realistic fabrication: although IBL is attractive for prototype fabrication, other methods for fabrication (such as reactive ion etching) give a significant advantage.
